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MATCH REPORT 

 

Today NWL played ST Ives / Forestville in a game that saw a dominant performance giving St Ives the 
inability to score. 

NWL started strong and immediately won the ball from the centre and drove it forward. The ball 
stayed in our half of the ground for the rest of the quarter and there was a great play where Eliana 
pushed the ball out wide, Kira ran on to it, handballed to Bailey who ran into range and had a shot at 
goal. The pressure was great and maintained for the entire quarter. Mikaela Sarah and Bailey kicked 
our goals for that quarter. 3 goals, 3 points to open the game. 

The second quarter had NWL relentlessly keep the ball inside our 50m. Lara S was winning the ruck 
and our centre players drive the ball forward and built a wall which ST Ives couldn’t get passed. Ella 
and Kelly peppered the goals early and only just missed.  NWL kicked a few more points until at the 
11min mark Kelly kicked a nice goal. Amy soon followed with a goal herself, then Alex got the ball from 
a boundary throw in and kicked a great goal as well. The quarter finished with Kelly kicking another 2, 
One of which was with 6sec to go. 6 goals 6 points that quarter. 

The 3rd quarter saw the mercy rule put into place and Amy and Eva went and played for the other side. 
The NWL spoke about trying our running handball game and implemented it well, the ball transitioned 
fluently and again the ball stayed in our forward line. Kira managed to kick 2 great goals and Kate 
kicked a fantastic goal as well. 3 goal 2 points that quarter. 

In the last quarter we gave St Ives 3 players, Sarah, Anabel R. and Tara. The goals where harder to find 
in this quarter due to the player differential and that our players played great football for them. NWL 
still managed to hold the ball inside our 50m but it was harder to score as it was crowded. Bailey 
managed to kick a great goal with 3 players holding on to her. Bailey and Ella kept pushing forward 
and peppered the goal for the rest of the quarter. Bailey kicked one more and Ella kicked another 2 
goals to finish the match off.  4 goals 3 points for the quarter.  

It was an amazing effort today with every player contributing. We played to a game plan, executed it 
well and never let up. It was a great display of sportsmanship when the girls that played for the other 
side tried so hard. Well done, that is what we are about. 

Great effort girls - we can take it to anyone  

Score NWL - 16G 14P = 110 St Ives / Forestville 0G 0P= 0 

Goals -Kelly 3, Bailey 3,  Ella 3,  Kira 2, Mikaela 1, Sarah 1, Amy 1, Alex 1, Katie 1 

Report by - Shaun Elliott 
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